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ABSTRACT 

Experiments have been carried out on the flux trapping and 

shielding capabilities of tubular superconductors in transverse dipole 

and quadrupole fields. Field profile measurements are reported for 

tubes of vapor-deposited Nb,Sn and samples assembled from spirally 

wound strips of Nb-Ti/Cu sheet composite. The flux trapping and 

shielding process is modeled by assuming that critical state currents 

flow in saddle-shaped paths in the sample walls. Good correspon- 

dence between the experimental and model-generated field profiles is 

achieved. The model can be used in the design or analysis of flux 

trapping and shielding devices, or to obtain estimates of the average 

critical current density from measurements of the trapping or 

shielding ability of tubular samples. 

(Submitted to IEEE Trans. Magn. ) 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that tubular superconducting samples can be used to ef- A 

fectively trap and shield fairly large and complex transverse multipole mag- 

netic fields [ 1,2,3,4,5,6, 71. On a microscopic scale, trapping and shielding 

of flux is explained by the pinning of the magnetic flux lines in local free en- 

ergy minima created by inhomogeneities in the superconducting material. On 

a macroscopic scale, the flux trapping and shielding can be viewed as arising 

from the action of induced trapping or shielding currents. The level of these 

currents can be related to the pinning forces by assuming that the forces pin- 

ning a flux line in place just balance the driving forces on it. Materials in the 

critical state [ 81 are assumed to respond to changes in the magnetic field with 

induced currents that flow at the critical level defined by this force balance. 

Previously the macroscopic behavior of superconducting tubes, cylinders, and 

slabs in parallel fields [ 8,9, lo] , and of disks in axial fields [ 111, has been 

accounted for by using critical state models. In this paper such a model is ap- 

plied to the problem of the magnetic behavior of tubular superconductors in 

transverse fields. Since the equations which determine the actual form of the 

induced current pattern for this geometry are quite complicated, an approxi- 

mate form for the critical state current pattern was used. 

CRITICAL CURRENT MODEL 

The response of the superconductor to an applied transverse field was 

modeled by assuming that the critical currents flow axially down the sides of 

the tubular samples and follow circular arcs across their ends (Fig. 1). An 

expression for the transverse field at a point along the axis a distance Q, from 

one end and a distance 1, from the other end of a pair of circular-head coils 

can be derived from the Biot-Savart Law [ 121. The result is: 
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PO1 
Bx = nR 

C(2+C2)+d(2+ sing, 

(l-+ c2)3’2 (l+d2)3’2 I 
J - 

where, as shown in Fig. 1, 

c = Ii/R d- P2/R 

(1) 

L = ml 4.12 = length of the straight segments 

R= radius of the curved end segments 

2@ = angle included by a curved end segment. 

The field generated by the critical currents in the sample was computed by 

summing field contributions from a series of such pairs of circular-head coils 

arrayed on the sample surface. The number of pairs of current paths, N, was 

typically between 15 and 31. The current per path was set equal to the product 

of an assumed current density and the cross-sectional area of the current 

paths : 

I = JcAsAr. 

Thin-walled samples were modeled by setting the effective thickness of the 

current paths, Ar, equal to the thickness of the sample wall, while thick- 

walled samples were modeled by adding contributions from a series of current 

sheets located at decreasing values of the radius. The effective width of the 

straight sections, As, was equal to 7rR/2N. The width of the circular sections, 

AL, was between nR/2N and 0,5L/(N-1). A width of nR/2N for the circular 

segments resulted in a uniform current density on the sample surface and a 

current pattern (for 27rR < L) in which the straight sections of the current paths 

reached the center of the surface before the circular sections. Choosing AL = 

0.5L(N-1) resulted in lower current density in the circular-end segments than 

along the straight sections, and a current pattern in which all the currentpaths 

reached the center of the tube surface at once. This pattern resulted in 
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profiles with steadily increasing values of Bx towards the center of the tube, 

while the uniform current density pattern resulted in steeper field gradients A 

near the ends of the tube and a flatter profile near its center. The presence of 

an applied field was simulated by adding a uniform field of the appropriate po- 

larity to the field generated by the circulating currents. The relation between 

the critical current and the field was limited to the simple form Jc = constant, 

since field values were calculated along the axis of the tube, and not in the 

sample wall. 

The field due to currents flowing over a limited portion of the sample sur- 

face was calculated by restricting the values of + to between n/2 and some 

angle greater than zero. However, the field profiles along the axis of the tube 

were insensitive to such changes as long as the total circulating current was 

kept constant. It was also possible to vary the current density with angular po- 

sition in a given manner. A current distribution, J = Jo sin @, expected to gen- 

erate a roughly uniform transverse field inside the tube, produced Bx(z) curves 

with a form similar to ones generated with J(e) = constant, but with approxi- 

mately half the peak field intensity. 

A variation of the current model was applied to the problem of analyzing 

the trapping of transverse quadrupole fields. An ideal 2-dimensional quadru- 

pole field is generated in the interior of a long tubular conductor by a cylindri- 

cal current distribution described by [ 131: 

(J @I = $ Grcos@$) , 

where u is the linear current density (A/m) flowing in the axial direction on a 

cylindrical surface of radius r, G is the gradient of the quadrupole field gen- 

erated by the currents, and $I is the azimuthal angle. If end effects are 
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neglected, this equation can be used to estimate the current densities required 

to trap quadrupole fields. 

EXPERIMENT 

The experimental apparatus and procedures were similar to those de- 

scribed in [ 111. Tubular samples suspended within the dewar from a long, 

thin-walled stainless steel tube were oriented so that a uniform magnetic field 

could be applied perpendicularly to the sample axis. The field was measured 

by Hall effect probes [ 141 mounted in a cylindrical epoxy-fiberglass holder 

which could be translated along the axis of the hollow samples, or rotated 

around their inner peripheries. The position of the probe holder was moni- 

tored by a potentiometer coupled to a driving mechanism located on top of the 

dewar . Flux trapping experiments were carried out by establishing a magnetic 

field in the sample while its temperature was above Tc, cooling the sample to 

4.2 K (or below) while the applied field remained constant, and then reducing 

the applied field to zero. Shielding experiments were performed by cooling the 

sample in zero field and then gradually applying a field. The steady increase 

or decrease of the applied field was periodically halted and a field profile ob- 

tained by translating or rotating the Hall probe holder. This procedure gener- 

ated curves of the transverse component of the field inside the tubular samples 

as a function of axial or azimuthal position, at a series of values of the applied 

field (solid curves in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5). 

RESULTS 

Nb&n Samnles 

The Nb3Sn samples [ 15, 161 consisted of alternate layers of Nb3Sn and 

Nb-Sn alloy, or Nb3Sn and yttrium, vapor-deposited onto 6.4 mm diameter, 

75.6 mm long Hastelloy tubes. Total thickness of the Nb,Sn in these layered 
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samples was 6-7 microns. Uniform fields of approximately 0. 12-O. 16 T could 

generally be trapped or shielded by the tubes, and differences of more than 

0.20 T between the fields inside the tubular samples and the applied fields were 

observed in some cases. Flux jumping limited flux trapping ability at low 

fields, while at higher fields, typically above 0.30-o. 60 T, flux jumping ceased 

to occur. 

The trapping and shielding process in these samples was simulated with the 

model described above. The model adequately described the shape of typical 

trapping and shielding profiles, and gave critical current values of up to 

3 - 4 x 10 lo A/m2, in agreement with values measured in axial fields by Howard. 

The model also indicated that most flux jumps took place at field differences of 

roughly 50- 100% of the maximum possible for the thickness and critical cur- 

rent density of the material. Figure 2 shows typical field profiles obtained 

during a flux trapping test of the Nb3Sn sample tube 75-94, along with profiles 

generated with the model. This tube consisted of alternate layers of 0.4 mi- 

crons of Nb3Sn and 0.009 microns of yttrium, with a total thickness of the Nb3Sn 

of 6.9 microns. Howard measured a Tc of 16.4 - 17.5K and a zero field crit- 

ical current at 4.2 K of 4.2 x lOi A/m2 for this sample. In the test shown, the 

sample was cooled in a uniform transverse field of 0.115 T, and scans of the 

transverse field along the sample axis were taken at five intermediate field 

levels as the applied field was reduced to zero. A partial flux jump occurring 

between Ba = 0.016TandBa= 0 resulted in the loss of some trapped flux from 

part of the tube. The model-generated curves were calculated by assuming that 

a uniform current density at the levels indicated in the figure flowed in the 

Nb$n coating. A nearly identical set of model curves was generated by holding 

Jc fixed and varying the angle $, which determines the fraction of the sample 
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carrying critical state currents. Similar behavior and agreement between the 

model and experimental trapping and shielding curves were obtained with the -cI 

other Nb3Sn tubes. 

Nb-Ti Samples 

A composite material containing Nb-55wt%Ti and copper in the form of a 

sandwich of three layers of Cu interleaved with two layers of Nb-Ti was fabri- 

cated by roll-reducing the sandwich to a thickness of 0.25 mm [17]. The com- 

posite was heat-treated in vacua at a temperature of 355°C for periods of up to 

130 h to improve pinning and critical currents. Tubular samples were assem- 

bled from one or more strips of the sheet composite by winding the strips into 

spirals on a copper tube. The inner ends of the strips were soldered to the 

copper tube, and the strips were held in place either by fitting a larger copper 

tube snugly over the spirals, or by tightly winding stainless steel wire around 

the spirals. 

Figure 3 shows field profiles obtained during a trapping test of a sample 

assembly consisting of a 54.4 mm wide by N 250 mm long Nb-Ti/Cu strip wound 

into a 3-layer spiral on a 23.2 mm diameter copper tube. This strip had been 

heat-treated for 48 h at 355 “C!. In the example shown, the close correspon- 

dence between the model-generated and measured field profiles was obtained by 

assuming a current density of 2.55 x log A/m2 in the Nb-Ti layers, and setting 

AL equal to 0.5L/(n-1). Model calculations of field profiles for a number of 

similar sample assemblies of varying diameters and lengths were- generally in 

good agreement with experimental curves. Exact correspondence could not al- 

ways be obtained for the samples with the highest flux trapping and shielding 

capabilities because the effect of the dependence of the critical current on field 

level was not included in the model. 
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Several strips 43 - 45 mm wide by N 300 mm long were used to investigate 

the fepibility of building up a long sample tube from shorter spirals. The 

strips were heat-treated for 24h at 350 “C in order to obtain a combination of 

moderate current densities (l- 2 x log A/m2) and good stability against flux 

jumping. Pairs of strips were placed end to end, and were wound into 4-layer 

spirals on a 45.7mm diameter copper tube. Figure 4 shows typical trapping 

and shielding profiles obtained with a sample assembly in which two 4-layer 

spirals were placed side by side. In this arrangement the spirals act nearly 

independently, and the field easily penetrates through the small gap between the 

spirals. The dashed curves in the figure were generated by superimposing the 

calculated shielding or trapping effect of the two adjacent subassemblies. The 

correspondence between the model and experimental curves is quite good, al- 

though the field penetration near the gap between the spirals was somewhat 

greater in practice than indicated by the model calculation. Figure 5 shows 

curves obtained with two spiral subassemblies overlapping by 3.2mm. The 

field penetration is slightly reduced in this case. The calculated curves (dashed 

lines in Pig. 5) show a corresponding decrease in field penetration, although 

the measured effect is still larger than that indicated by the model calculation. 

Even with the overlap, the assembly acts as two nearly independent spirals 

rather than one long tube. The field penetrates through any available opening or 

break in the superconductor, and as a result the shielding currents in each sec- 

tion of the assembly flow in the manner required to shield the field from that 

section. Therefore, when building up a large device from smaller subsections, 

sufficient overlap must be provided to attenuate the field penetrating through the 

breaks in the superconductor. The current model described here can be used 

to model the effect such breaks will have on the performance of the device. 
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Quadrupole Fields 

Several samples, including a hollow lead cylinder and two hollow niobium 

cylinders, have been tested in quadrupole fields [ 2,3] . The simple current 

model was able to account for the trapping capabilities of these samples. Cur- 

rent levels predicted by (2) on the basis of the maximum quadrupole fields 

trapped agreed well with estimates of critical currents based on dipole field 

measurements and the current model based on (1). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of saddle-shaped paths for the critical state currents in the tubular 

samples resulted in good correspondence between experimental and model- 

generated field profiles. However, since the shapes of profiles along the sam- 

ple axis were insensitive to some of the details of the current distribution, it 

was not possible to completely define the pattern for the critical state currents. 

The model was also limited to the simple approximation Jc(B) k constant since 

only the field along the axis and not the field near the superconducting material 

was calculated. However, this approximation fails only when there is a large 

variation in the field in the sample, or when Jc varies rapidly with changes in 

field. Even in these cases the model can be used to obtain estimates of flux 

trapping or shielding abilities by using a Jc appropriate to the average field in 

the sample wall. The model described here can be used to aid in the design and 

analysis of devices used for trapping dipole, quadrupole, and higher order mul- 

tipole fields, and devices that are built up from a number of subassemblies. In 

addition, if the critical currents are not known the model can be used to obtain 

estimates of the average critical current in tubular samples from measurements 

of their trapping or shielding abilities. The model should prove to be useful in 

developing practical flux trapping and shielding devices for use in high energy 

physics applications. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Critical current model for tubular samples in transverse fields. Lower 

portion of the figure shows field distribution obtained when a series of 

current loops cover the surface of the tube. 

2. Field profiles along the axis of sample 75-94 obtained during a flux trap- 

ping test (solid curves) together with corresponding model profiles calcu- 

lated with J C = 0.42 x lOio (O), 0.83 x lOio (x), 1. 15 x lOi (O), 

1.53 x lOi0 (A), and 1.80 x lOio A/m2 (0). 

3. Field profiles obtained during a flux trapping test of a Nb-Ti/Cu 3-layer 

spiral assembly. In this case the sample was initially cooled in a 0.7T 

field. Dashed curve was generated by the model using Jc = 2.55 x lo9 

A/m2. 

4. Flux trapping (a) and shielding (b) profiles obtained with two Nb-Ti/Cu 

spiral assemblies butted together. 

5. Flux trapping (a) and shielding (b) profiles obtained with two Nb-Ti/Cu 

spiral assemblies overlapped by 3.2 mm (shaded region). 
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